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DEER REPORT CHESTERFIELD:

1

2019 Chesterfield Deer vs Vehicle locations Jan-April

26

I-64
2
Hwy 141 2
Baxter Road 4
Clarkson Rd 2
Conway Road 1
Eatherton Road 1
Grantley 1
Kehrs Mill Road 1
Ladue Rd 1
Olive Blvd 3
Scohetller 1
Wild Horse Creek 5
Wilson Rd 1
Woods Mill Rd 1

TOWN AND COUNTRY APRIL 2019 REPORT:

2

3

2019 Town and Country Deer Vs Vehicle report January- April
14
I-64 Ballas to Mason
0
Wards 1 and 2
I-64 Mason to Hwy 141 1
Wards 3 and 4
Highway 141
3
Wards 3 & 4
Clayton Road Mason to Bopp 2 Wards 1 and 2
Clayton Road Mason to Woods Mill 2 Ward 3
Mason Road South of Clayton Rd 4 Ward 2
Mason Road north of Clayton Rd 1 Ward 4
Weidman Road 1 Ward 3

OLD COLONY THEN AND NOW: Old Colony Lane runs off of Topping Road. As you
drive back off Topping and the road narrows to one lane, there were two ranch homes
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built 50 or 60 years ago, in 2015/2016 they were bought by developers . Take a look at
what replaced them.
Then 2015

Now: May 2019
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At the end of Old Colony Lane is a 13,000 square foot 8-bedroom house. (Below)
Price estimates range from $1.5-million to $3,000,000. It has been around since 2005.

BROOKWOOD Also off of Topping Road, see the ongoing construction of a monster
house.
July 2016 A very unusual stone house.

May 2019
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WIDOW HAS A LONG VIEW TO THE SEA: Widow Walks were known to be in New
England seaports. They were on the roofs of houses providing a view to the harbor.
They often were on the homes of ships’ captains to provide a view of the harbor and not
for wives to look for their husband’s ship to return when it actually sank, but they got the
nickname nonetheless.
As far as I know the lone Town and Country home with a Widow’s Walk will be torn
down soon. You could not see the sea but if you looked closely you could see a storm
water creek. The house is on Thornhill Drive at Woodmark.
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The Replacement

Find the front door!

WELCOME TO THE TOWN AND COUNTRY BOARD OF ALDERMEN.
CONGRATULATIONS YOU ARE BEING SUED IN FEDERAL COURT! On May 1st
newly elected alderpersons in Town and Country were officially welcomed aboard by
being named defendants in a civil lawsuit in Federal Court.
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Former Town and Country Police sergeant Jeff Wolfe was demoted to corporal after he
was involved in a personal/romantic relationship with a female officer under his
command.
Wolfe was demoted in 2017, appealed the demotion internally and lost. His appeal was
rejected by the Board of Aldermen. He filed a lawsuit in Federal Court at the end of
2017.
He argued in his lawsuit that there was no policy that forbid supervisors from dating
subordinates.
Standard police practices make sure supervisors do not date subordinates for two
reasons.
1) One of the officers could overreact in a situation with a suspect being hostile toward
their lover.
2) If the couple breaks up there could be a supervisor issuing unfair orders or the
subordinate ignoring or doing a poor job following standard orders.
Wolfe’s lawyers have now added new alderpersons Matt Reuter, Pam Holman and
Ryan Mortland to the lawsuit, even though they did not know about the demotion, hear
any evidence or cast any votes.
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Pam Holman and Ryan Mortland being sworn in as Town and Country alderpersons on
April 22 nine days before Jeffrey Wolfe’s attorney attempted to make them defendants
in a Federal lawsuit.
MEMPHIS HOT CHICKEN WILL NOT BE LANDING IN TOWN AND COUNTRY. After
Joella’s Hot Fried Chicken, a franchise company out of Memphis, obtain sign permits for
a new business at the Town and Country Crossing shopping center, we now understand
there will be no Joella’s at the Town and Country Crossing. We understand there were
problems negotiating the terms of the lease and Joella’s pulled out.

This chicken will not be roosting in Town and
County after obtaining sign permits.
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MASON ROAD SIDEWALK BOONDOGLE: Yes it started in September of 2018 with
the former Director of Public Works’ okay. However the contactor did not have a permit
or permission from St. Louis County Highway Department to tear up a six-foot wide
concrete sidewalk and replace it with an eight-foot wide asphalt sidewalk.
A permit and permission is still pending from County Highway, due to easement issues.
NOW the city attorney is recommending spending $7,870 for new easement design.
This stupid project started out as a good idea to build a sidewalk on the west side of the
road to Queeny Park. However, Mayor Dalton refused to use eminent domain to obtain
the small pieces of land in front of several homes.
Next former alderwoman Lynn Wright decided to use grant money to replace an existing
concrete sidewalk with a “trial” that would involve crosswalks across Mason Road at its
most dangerous points.
By the time the County had shut the project down, the city’s unpermitted contractor had
cut down several landmark trees, including one at Mason Road and Clayton and
another on Mason Road past Lochinvar. However eight months after killing the trees no
work has been allowed to be done..
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County ordered temporary sidewalk after the City’s contractor removed the existing
sidewalk without permission.
Here is what the City has spent to date: ($209,542)
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Once the decision was made that the sidewalk (trail) would not go to Queeny Park, it
was stupid to replace an existing sidewalk with a wider sidewalk when other areas of
the city have no sidewalks. For instance a sidewalk in front of Mason Ridge Elementary
School might be nice. Also there are long sections of Ladue and Conway Roads with no
sidewalks.

There are some estimates that to finish the Mason Road project and tear up existing
sidewalks could equal; a total cost of $600,000.
At a monthly Monday morning meeting with residents, David Hugh, a professional
engineer and command officer in the Coast Guard who ran Public Works units on bases
in the United States and overseas, had something insightful to say.
“If you are in a hole, the only way to get out is to stop digging,” said Hough.
Here was a suggestion by residents and even Frautschi that it is time to walk away from
this and provide money in Ward 4 where there is a noticeable lack of sidewalks on busy
roads.
Ald. Sue Allen who attended the election party held by Frautschi’s losing challenger
Laura Baer and clearly was not a big supporter of Frautschi’s reelection. However, she
is always in attendance to Frautschi and Lindsey Butler’s monthly morning meeting with
residents.
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Lindsey Butler tried to talk about the sidewalk issue at the most recent Aldermanic
meeting, but Mayor/Cigarette Lobbyist, Casino Gambling Lobbyist Jon Dalton basically
told her to shut up since it was only on a first reading and can be debated at the next
meeting before a vote.

CONTRACT HAS A MAXIMUM OF $90,000 UNTIL T&C ALDERPERSONS
INCREASED IT TO $100,000. In January of 2018 the Town and Country Alderpersons
agreed to a contract with the FPA Group located on Hickory Street in South St. Louis
not to exceed $90,000 to do a Comprehensive Plan concerning future development in
Town and County. Keeping a maximum lid on the project did not happen.

SUMMARY – Staff is requesting that the Board of Aldermen review and
approve a contract update with FPA Group with a not to exceed amount of
$100,000.00 for consultant services related to the new comprehensive plan. The
original contract was approved with a not to exceed amount of $90,000. During the
course of the comprehensive planning process the scope grew in order to allow for
the study of several focus areas within the community (Woods Mill Center, The
Principia, Hunter Farms, Ballas/Clayton Intersection) as well as additional public
engagement events to fully capture community feedback. This additional cost of up
to $10,000 was anticipated and included in the approved FY 2019 budget.
Here is what the extra $10,000 will be spent on that in 2018 apparently was never that
big of a deal to City Officials and then Public Service/Planning Director Craig Wilde.

During the course of the comprehensive planning process the scope grew in order
to allow for the study of several focus areas within the community (Woods Mill
Center, The Principia, Hunter Farms, Ballas/Clayton Intersection) as well as
additional public engagement events to fully capture community feedback. This
additional cost of up to $10,000 was anticipated and included in the approved FY
2019 budget.
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It seems like all these areas should have been in play when the contract was signed in
2018. FPA actually had a Town Hall Forum with the Principia and the public, dealing
with possible development of the western undeveloped section of the campus. So it
appears that FPA had already covered Principia under the original $90,000 payment.

Perhaps they need the additional $10,000 for new shades at
their South St. Louis headquarters.
At a morning meeting at Longview with residents, Ald. Tiffany Frautschi stated there
would be some discussion on this expenditure at the BOA meeting. However, not a
word was said and the $10,000 was doled out on an 8-0 vote with only Ald. Lindsey
Butler hesitating before voting “Yes.”
TIFFANY FRAUTSCHI ELECTED BY ALDERPERSONS TO SERVE ON THE
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION. Mayor Dalton appoints commission chairs,
but he does not appoint the Planning and Zoning Aldermanic member. That job
belongs to the alderpersons. Dalton announced proposed appointments last Monday.
Frautschi had chaired the Police and Fire Commission. However Dalton did not appoint
her to any commission, mentioning that she would serve on the P&Z.
Remember Ward-4 Alderwoman Sue Allen was at Frautschi’s opponent’s election night
party and so was Ald. Jon Benigas, who does not like Frautschi. Benigas nominated
brand new Ward-3 Alderman Ryan Mortland as P&Z rep after Skip Mange nominated
Frautschi. Aldermanic Gas Bag Fred (I don’t pay my taxes) Meyland-Smith had been
the long time aldermanic member of the P&Z.

Benigas at Baer party. Mortland and Benigas at Monday’s BOA meeting

Frautschi

The vote was 6 for Frautschi and 2 for Mortland. Benigas, who is a marriage counselor
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who specializes in husbands, and Mortland were the two votes. Sue Allen voted for
Frautschi.
GOD NO! DALTON WANTS TO BRING BACK THE PUBLIC RELEATIONS
COMMISSION: In the Agenda Review meeting prior to the regular BOA meeting Dalton
admitted his stupid Ambassadors Program had failed. After the Public Relations
Commission folded a few years ago, Dalton, who likes appointing voters to bullshit
unimportant committee posts to guarantee more votes and campaign support in future
elections, created the Town and Country Ambassadors, who were supposed deal with
providing PR to special groups.
The program failed miserably. Dalton stated that he was considering bringing back the
Public Relations Commission after “the Ambassadors” did not advance, not because it
was a bad idea,” said Dalton. Of course it was a bad idea.

Dalton claiming his failure of an AMBASSADOR program was not a
bad idea.
TRASH HAULERS, NEW CONTRACTS BEING ISSUED, BUT TO HELL WITH
DEADLINE FOR FILING, THIS IS TOWN AND COUNTRY WHERE MOST THINGS
ARE NOT ENFORCED. REPUBLIC WASTE DID NOT APPLY. City Manager Bob
Shelton announced that there are four trash hauling companies applying for licenses
from May 2019 to December 31, 2020.
There was a deadline set of May 15 to have license applications in. Before getting
approved the companies have to have their trucks inspected by the police.
Republic Waste did not apply. Bob Shelton said he has contacted Republic several
times about the May 15 deadline and got no response.
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These are the four companies:

The City allows residents to choose their own haulers due to something that happened
in 2008. Residents of the original Village of Town and Country and then City of Town
and Country that basically stopped just past Topping Road hired their own trash
haulers. For 1960 to 2008 there were two Sanders Hauling Companies run by brothers.
They were black. Charles Sanders lived in Richmond Heights and kept his trash trucks
on a lot next to his house. He was in his 80s and had provided backyard trash pick in
Town and Country for over 45 years. He had small pickup trucks with trash bins in the
bed. They would go to the end of the driveway. When these trucks were full they would
meet with a large truck and empty their loads and then go back into subdivisions.
They were very well liked by residents. It was the Sanders family serving your family.
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In 2008 Town and Country Alderman Steve Fons wanted a single trash hauler for the
city. He pointed out that a bid contact would be cheaper. Mayor Dalton formed a Trash
Task Force and made Fons the head of it. I was also appointed to it.
Fons pushed for one hauler claiming the one hauler could hire people from Sanders.
A Post-Dispatch columnist wrote two columns on how Town and County was about to
kick the small and minority owner haulers out of business, despite their faithful service
to the city for decades.
This lit up the phone lines to city hall and to the mayor, to the point he was sorry he ever
created the Trash Task Force and put Fons in charge of it.
Citizens came to BOA meetings and accused the city of being unfair and discriminatory.
Some residents said the simply wanted to have the ability to change trash haulers if
they didn’t like the service and not be struck with one single “city hauler.”
It was decided not to change things. Ironically the two Sanders companies did not
survive another year. The smaller one had money problems. The large one had four
employees die, including three elderly truck drivers. Charles Sanders gave his
customer list to Meridian Waste. It was not a sale, but there was an agreement that
Meridian would hire his grandson. Ald. Skip Mange added the residents used to give
the Sanders Christmas presents. I have news for Skip. I give the Meridian recycling
guy who takes time to play with the dog and the trash carrier, plus the mail carrier
Christmas gifts. (Skip you need to get into the Christmas spirit a little more!)

Scrooge Mange
We have had Meridian for 9 years and never had a problem, although the company has
had some management issues and lost the contract to serve Crestwood. A neighbor of
ours is having problems with Meridian also (see photo on Page 18).
Now Ald. Jon Benigas has taken the place of Steve Fons and said the contracts with the
four haulers should not be approved but continued instead. Benigas complained that
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extra trash trucks cause wear and tear on streets. Of course Benigas lives in a gated
subdivision on a private street where the HOA has hired a single trash hauler.
The problems with Benigas wanting a single trash hauler contract city wide are:
1) A city staff would have to oversee the operation taking away from their other duties.
2) Residents would not have the opportunity to choose the hauler of their choice and
fire a hauler that has not been providing good service.
Rather than vote on the matter alderpersons voted to continue it, including the Ward-2
alderwomen who Benigas would like to see voted out of office. The companies that met
the city’s requirements, passed background reviews and submitted their paperwork on
time should have had their contracts approved.

Jon Benigas
FELONY SHOPLIFTER ARRESTED AT TARGET: On 04/29/19 Brian Janoski, 41, of
Overland, was arrested for Felony Shoplifting at the Town and Country Target . What is
worth over $750 at Target to merit a Felony charge? Apparently Dyson vacuums!
03/03/12
01/25/13
04/10/15
08/04/14
08/11/14
08/13/14
08/18/14
09/15/14
04/10/15

Felony Stealing
Pled Guilty sent 1-year jail placed on 5-yr SES prob
Probation revoked Sentenced to 1-year jail
Felony Stealing
Felony Stealing
Felony Stealing
Felony Stealing
Felony Stealing
Janoski Pled Guilty to the above 5 charges he was
Sentenced to 3-years in prison, but then placed on a
5-year SES probation term
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Frontenac PD

St. Louis CO PD
St. Louis CO PD
St. Louis CO PD
St. Louis CO PD
St. Louis CO PD

10/20/14
04/10/15
03/02/17
02/05/19
04/29/19

Burglary and Stealing
Shrewsbury PD
Pled Guilty to Burglary Sentenced to 3-years prison,
Placed on 5-year SES Probation
Probation Revoked on Burglary charge sent to prison
Misd Stealing Felony Poss of Controlled Substance
St. Peters PD
Pending
Felony Stealing
(Target)
Town and Country PD

Janoski over the years.
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WE JUST HOPE THE PROCLAMATION DOESN’T HAVE ANY SPELLING ERRORS:
Alice Liu, a very tall and astute looking young lady and Chesterfield resident who
attends the Crestview Middle School was given a proclamation at the May 6 City
Council meeting at Mayor Bob Nation.
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We last wrote about Liu in our March 24, 2019 Newsletter #373. In fact she was the
lead story in the eyes of my wife and homepage editor while I was in the hospital. Liu
had just won the Post-Dispatch Missouri Spelling Bee for the third straight time.
The wins sent her to the Scripps-Howard National Spelling Bee, now held in suburban
Washington, DC. Last year she finished 34th out of 500 and in 2017 she finished 12th.
This year’s 92nd National Spelling Bee begins on Sunday May 26 and runs through
Friday May 31. The finals will be televised on ESPN 2 and ESPN. The Spelling Bee
took three years off during WW II.

CHESTERFIELD PRODUCING TOP SPELLERS: With Liu winning the State Spelling
crown for three years is impressive. But in 2015 Chesterfield produced a first place
National winner (tied for first) with Gokul Venkatachalam, who tied for first with a young
lady from Olathe, Kansas. Venkatachalam garnered lots of National press due to his
personality. Turner Broadcasting said he “Oozed Swag.” Venkatachalam with a tie got
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all kinds of national press in papers and in magazines including Sports Illustrated and
Esquire. He appeared on the Jimmy Kimmel Show and Live with Kelly (after Regis and
before Ryan). After winning the spelling bee as an 8th grader in 2015 he was on the
Parkway West Track team.

In 2016 it was Math for Liu as a fourth grader.

“While attending Wild Horse Elementary School as a fourth grader (2016), Alice won
the state championship on the Math contest organized by the Mathematics League and
advanced to the national competition and ranked number 13 in the final”
I would hate to be a teacher with Liu in the classroom. Knowing a 12-year-old sitting a
few feet away is smarter than you could be a little unsettling.
After Liu received her proclamation one was present to City Clerk Vicki for her work as
Chesterfield City Clerk and her obtaining national certifications. After the meeting I
asked Vicki if perhaps there might have been a raise to go along with the proclamation.
She sadly said there wasn’t.

CHESTERFIELD’S FINANCE DIRECTOR QUITS: Chesterfield finance director Chris
DesPlanques started at Chesterfield on November 20, 2017. He was the third finance
director for Chesterfield in 2017 in a year. First 5-year vet Craig White resigned to take
a job in San Francisco. He was replaced by Webster Groves’ finance director Joan
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Jandell, who lasted three weeks and quit in September of 2017 to take back her old job
in Webster Groves. DesPlnques was hired out Indianola, Iowa, a suburb of Des
Moines.

DesPlanques
He has given over a month’s notice.
In Town and Country the very popular longtime finance director died while on a cruise
with her daughter. She was replaced by Pam Reitz, an Admin Executive Director with
St. Louis County, who convicted bribe taker County Executive Steve Stenger wanted to
get rid of because she refused to allow contracts to Stenger’s contributors who were not
low bid or have the required experience. She retired from the County rather than deal
with Stenger.
We hope Chesterfield hires a new finance director with a shorter name for the sake of
Councilwoman Barb McGuinness who didn’t attempt to pronounce DesPlanques and
called the Finance Director simply “Iowa.”

McGuinness or you can call her “Missouri” or “Mo”
Here is the memo sent to councilperson by city administrator Mike Geisel:
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SECRETARY OF STATE SENT LETTER DISMISSING THE BETTER TOGETHER
COMPLAINT AGAINST CHESTERFIELD. Last week we showed a letter from the
Missouri Secretary of State’s Office to lawyer Charles Hatfield dismissing his complaint
against Des Peres and Shrewsbury for using their websites and newsletters to come out
against the Better-Together proposed merger of St. Louis and St. County while
eliminating all cities in the county.
We wrote how the SOS office also dismissed the complaint filed by lawyer Mark Keller
against Chesterfield for the same reasons. We had not obtained a copy of that letter
dated May 7, 2019. Now here it is:
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MAYOR NATION SENDS A COMMENT TO BETTER-TOGETHER THROUGH THE
POST-DISPATCH. Normally I would not repeat articles or letters to the editor that
appear in the Post-Dispatch. However, there are so many people in West County that
do not read the Post-Dispatch with its liberal editorial policies that I do repeat some
reporting and more.
In this case it is a Letter to the Editor from Chesterfield Mayor Bob Nation that was the
lead letter at the top of the letters column. . (The mayor did misspell judgment or the PD edited it into a misspelling.)

Better Together never suited for the task
For what it’s worth, I don’t believe Better Together has earned the right to
participate in any process. They have thoroughly disrespected the way of life our
local governments provide. They have not been elected by anyone, therefore, they
have no legitimate standing. Their choice of former County Executive Steve
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Stenger to become king not only shows their poor judgement but also their
substandard values. Furthermore, by and large, they have no expertise in how
government is supposed to work and serve its constituents. It is a godsend that this
conflicted scheme has been exposed.
Bob Nation • Chesterfield
Mayor of Chesterfield
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Fox has past convictions for Burglary, Domestic Assault and Drug Violations.
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Quinesha Lewis’ partial record we could locate:
07/16/15 Burglary (see 2nd mug shot) case no longer public record
11/08/15 Felony Stealing Over $750 (see 3rd mug shot) no longer public record
12/15/15 Driving While Revoked / No Ins 2 days jail
St. Louis Co PD
01/08/16 Receiving Stolen Property Pled Guilty Probation
St. Peters PD
01/26/16 Felony Stealing Over $750 (see4th mug shot) no longer public record
01/25/16 No Ins, Fail to Reg Veh, Drive while Revoked pending
Vinta Park
06/17/16 Misdemeanor Stealing (see mug shot 5) no longer public record
11/12/16 Misd Stealing (see mug shot 6) no longer public record
11/24/16 Felony Stealing (see mug shot 7) no longer public record
04/03/17 Speeding/Drive While Revoked/No Ins
Normandy PD
06/04/17 Droving W/Suspended or Revoked License (mug shot 8)
11/22/17 Driving While Revoked /Driving Without INS Pending
MO Hwy Patrol
08/10/18 Driving While Revoked (see mug shot 9)
05/15/19 Felony Stealing Over $750 pending
Chesterfield PD

Here is the problem with Lewis’ record. She either received probation for stealing and
had the arrest taken off her record or had the “Tim Englemeyer Effect” where a
prosecutor reduced the stealing charge to a non-criminal offense (littering for instance)
with a cash fine. Either way Lewis needs 3 stealing convictions for the fourth incident to
be charged as a felony. She currently has no convictions despite being an active thief.
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Hampton:
08/09/18
08/09/18

Driving W/O Drivers License
Failure to Secure Child in Child Seat

MO Hwy Patrol
Mo Hwy Patrol

The Chesterfield Police Records unit did not provide mug shots of either suspect after
our media request.

Wilder
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RADIO VET SUES CHESTERFIELD FOR TURNING DOWN HIS REZONING
REQUEST FOR A NEW VET CLINIC. Dr. Doug Pernikoff is suing the City of
Chesterfield for the City Council turning down his request to rezone a small portion of
land next to a vacant piece of land from Residential to Commercial.
We are sorry about being late reporting this but the lawsuit was filed on February 13,
2019, nine days before I went into the hospital for heart surgery and an extended stay.
The city’s lawyers successfully moved the lawsuit to Federal Court since Dr. Pernikoff
claimed his constitutional rights were violated.
Pernikoff’s current clinic is next to the property on Clarkson Road at Wilson Rd. in the
Clarkson-Wilson Center. He want to build a new clinic on vacant ground next door.

An overview of the property

The View from across Clarkson Rd.

The front of the 0.9 acre property is zoned commercial, but is not large enough for the building a parking
area that Pernikoff wants to build. The rear section of the property is zoned residential, but it too small to
actually build a house. However it is located inside the Clarkson Woods Subdivision. The trustees of the
subdivision are against the rezoning and building.
One odd thing is that Dr. Pernikoff bought the property without getting the rezoning first. That brought out
the residents of the subdivision to oppose the rezoning.
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The residents wanted a clean grassy entrance to their subdivision and not a parking lot at the rear of a
commercial building.
The rezoning passed at the Planning Commission on a 8-0 vote. It lost at the Planning and Public Works
Commission on a 1-3 vote. Before the City Council it lost again on a 8-0 vote.
Pernikoff is well known in St. Louis after his years of appearing and handling pet questions on the Frank
O. Pinion radio shows.

In his lawsuit Pernikoff claims the land was originally zoned commercial in 1972 or 16 years before
Chesterfield became a city.
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Another interesting part of the lawsuit is the attack on Councilwoman Michelle Ohley, claiming because
she lives in the Clarkson Woods subdivision and know all those opposed to the rezoning, she should
have recused herself and not voted on the matter. If she had it would have been a 7-0 NO vote.

Chesterfield is represented by Robert Plunkert of St. Louis. Plunkert has filed motions
for dismissal and for a jury trial with the Federal Court.
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In fairness to Councilwoman Ohley in almost all small villages and cities in the state, village trustees and
city alderpersons know everyone in town, but have a duty to do their job and to vote on issues before
them. This is much like Better Together claiming cities could not discuss or report about their planned
merger with citizens if it involved the city’s website or newsletters.
The lawsuit requests that the City Council be forced to approve the rezoning, pay Pernikofff’s company
$25,000 in damages and all legal fees.
A copy of the entire 22-page State Court lawsuit is on our homepage.
VANISHING ACT: The Mobil Station on Baxter and Clayton Roads is gone and a monster car wash is on
the horizon. No more Mobil gas or Mobil Gas Station at the corner of Baxter Road and Clayton Rd. It
was torn down this week. On May 10, Justin Wyse, city Planning Director advised this on construction:
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Future giant car wash.

GA DAY; LUNCH AT THE DOWN UNDER WHERE THE WAITRESS COULD NOT SPEAK
AUSTRALIAN: Two weeks ago my buddy Ray and I had lunch at the Down Under restaurant and pub
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located in the far back of the Colonnade strip shopping center on Manchester Road between the 7-11 and
the Des Peres Post Office.
My wife and I went to the Down Under years ago, shortly after we moved back to St. Louis. The meal
was just average. We thought Smitty’s on Clayton Road had better pub grub. But over the years I
couldn’t help notice how crowded the Down Under was with lots of cars on the front parking lot during
dinnertime.

For my first restaurant review since losing 40 pounds after a 45-day hospital stay, my friend Ray agreed
to meet me at the Down Under for a Tuesday noontime lunch.
When we walked end no one said, “Ga Day” or “Ow ya goin?”. All I got was a friendly “Hi, lunch?”
The lunch menu included:
Aussie Dip (which in reality was FRENCH DIP) $8.95 also offered with Cheese including Provel Cheese
which would make it an all French-St. Louis Dip. $9.50
There was also the Sydney Streak Sandwich which included a slice of Provel Cheese (Again with the
Provel Cheese it should be the Sidney & Grand Avenue Steak Sandwich.) $11.95 Ray ordered this.
On the special board was the Beef Stroganoff for $9.95. So I went to Russia where Beef Stroganoff
originated from with beef chucks and noodles. We were told that Beef Stroganoff is a regular on the
Sunday menu but it is rarely featured on the weekday lunch menu.
Both Ray and I added mash potatoes, mine with white gravy.
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After our waitress finished with our orders I stated that I was have a hard time recognizing her Aussie
accent. She commented that she could do a Southern United States accent, but not an Australian one.
Good and Not So Good:
Ray liked his steak sandwich quite a bit and in fact he forced himself to eat just half and save the other
half for dinner, since his wife was working and he would be on his own.

I liked the beef stroganoff down to the last noodle and would order it again.
We both agreed the mashed potatoes with or without gravy were not very good. ($2.75
as a side) I think when I go back to the Down Under I might try “new potatoes” which
you don’t see on too many menus.
Across the street from the Down Under is the Village Bar, which has a great greasy
burger and onion rings (I would not rush to order other items on the menu). If you feel
like a burger and O-rings the Village Bar is the place to head without question. If you
chose wisely you can also get some good pub grub down under.
GOOD TASTING AMERICAN WATERMELON NOW ON SALE: I have been buying
some tasty watermelon quarters at Dierbergs lately. I was told the melons may have
come from as far away as Honduras. But my wife discovered something just as good or
maybe better is sold by a Midwest Company and grown in Florida.
At Trader Joes recently they have had Tsamma watermelons grown by the Frey Farms
people in Kearns, Illinois.
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Sarah Frey. Founding

Farmer
Tsamma is traced back to eight year old Sarah Frey, who helped her mother sell watermelons and cantaloupes from
a neighboring farm to local grocers. At 17, she was growing her own melons, and at 19, she was navigating her way
through national contracts.
The young entrepreneur expanded her delivery route from 12 independent grocery stores to more than 150 while
attending high school and college, and by the age of 20 she was managing roughly 100 employees.

BE HAPPY WHERE YOU LIVE: Everyone says, location, location, location. Here is
another house on the market where I used to work in Chevy Chase Village, Maryland.
This house was built just before WW II in 1940. It is 4,423 sq ft 5- bedroom, 3 ½ bath
home on 0.17 acre. There is no garage or carport. There is a small pool that takes up
half of the backyard. In 2001 it sold for $867,500. It is on the market this week at
$1,900,000. Taxes are currently $18,277. Estimated mortgage $7,257 a month. It is
located one block from Washington, DC.
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This next one was built new in 2005. It sits on 0.21 acres. It is bigger than it looks at
5,250 sq feet with 5 bedrooms and 4 baths. It last sold in 2004 for $791,000. It went
on the market last Tuesday for $1,895,000.

A BIG ONE: This next one was built in1923. It is big at 5,800 sq feet and six
bedrooms. The lot is 0.40 acres. The house sits off of Bradley Lane (Maryland Highway
191) that connects busy Wisconsin Ave in Bethesda to equally busy Connecticut
Avenue in Chevy Chase. It does have a pool. Taxes last year were $21,853.
The house last sold in 2001 for $1,260,000. It is now listed at $2,425,000.
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CARTOONS:
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